Seamless collaboration for the modern enterprise starts here

The Intel Unite® solution
Turning meeting room challenges into high-quality collaboration experiences.

Open, extensible
platform

Helps 
Lower TCO

Remote
manageability

Integrated
telemetry

Support diverse 
devices, operating
systems, and plugins

No additional licensing
or maintenance fees

Remotely manage,
maintain, and troubleshoot
Intel Unite hub computers

Capture usage data for
analytics and ROI

Improved
security

Easy, intuitive
interface

Connect 
and share

Improved
Collaboration

End-to-end data
protection from client
devices to hub

Collaborate and share
content from anywhere

Wireless solution—
simply login and share

Multiple presenters
share screens and
annotate

Now mixed environments
are business as usual

Agility for evolving
collaboration models
Set up the Intel Unite solution in
 ny meeting room, huddle space,
a
or impromptu collaboration area.

Support more devices and operating systems
Supports PCs with Windows 7, 8.1, and 10, macOS,
iOS devices, Android devices, Chromebooks, and
Linux-based (Fedora, Red Hat, and Ubuntu) devices.*

Support more business plugins
Extensible platform with a breadth of plugins for Zoom,
Skype for Business, FlatFrog, Panacast, Logitech, Cisco,
Jabra, and more.*
See the growing list of apps for the Intel Unite solution
at uniteappshowcase.intel.com.

The Intel Unite® solution combines ...

1

An Intel® Core™ vPro™
processor-powered PC—
enabled for the Intel Unite
solution—serving as a hub
in the conference room or
other meeting space

+

2

The Intel Unite® app,
which is a small client
app available on a
breadth of devices

+

3

A lightweight service
which orchestrates and
manages the solution
across devices and hubs
throughout the network

Simple to deploy and manage.
Works with your existing infrastructure.
PIN assignment, configuration
management, and telemetry

Client device to hub connection lookup
and configuration management

Managed PIN
service

Wireless screen sharing

Intel Unite® Hub with
Intel® Core™ vPro™ processor

Intel Unite Client App

Supports local, remote, and
guest attendees on PCs,
phones, and tablets

Take back the conference room

Discover the collaboration solution designed for mixed environments and enterprise agility.
Learn more at intel.com/unite.
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